
Latches with Gripping Tray Offered by J.W. Winco, Inc. 
 

J.W. Winco, Inc., a leading supplier of standard industrial machine components, 

announced it now offers GN 115.10 Latches with Gripping Tray, Lockable, in metric 

sizes.  
 

These RoHS-compliant latches with gripping tray are used in applications that require a 

molded recess in addition to the latching mechanism, e.g. if operating elements are not 

allowed to protrude for reasons of space. A rotary movement (limited to 90°) of the three-

edged wedge moves the latch behind the frame, with the run-up bevels at the latch 

making it easier to close the door. 
 

The front frame is zinc die-cast with either black plastic coated textured finish or silver 

textured finish. The tray is plastic, either gray or light gray. Latch housing is zinc die-

cast, black plastic coated finish or chrome plated finish. Latch hardware is zinc-plated, 

blue passivated steel. Five types are offered: with triangular spindle, square spindle A/F 7 

mm, square spindle A/F 8 mm, slot, or double bit. Twenty-two different latch arms cover 

the latch distance in a range from 4 to 50 mm. 
 

J.W. Winco offers an extensive selection of inch and metric size adjustable levers, 

cabinet U-handles, plastic and steel hinges and locking mechanisms, revolving and 

retractable handles, hand wheels, hand cranks, tube connection and conveyor 

components, inch and metric construction tubing, shock absorption mounts, leveling 

mounts, hand knobs, spring, ball and indexing plungers, jig, fixture and fastening 

components, retaining magnet assemblies, toggle clamps, metric casters and wheels, 

universal joints, oil sight glasses, and metric tools for the industrial and commercial 

equipment industries. J.W. Winco’s website catalog, with 3D CAD and online buying, is 

viewable at www.jwwinco.com. 
 

For more information, contact J.W. Winco at 800-877-8351, by fax at 800-472-0670, 

online at www.jwwinco.com, and via e-mail at sales@jwwinco.com. 



Photo: A GN 115.10 Latch with Gripping Tray available through J.W. Winco. 
 
 
	  


